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L3Harris Technologies is the Trusted Disruptor for the global aerospace and defense industry. With customers’ 
mission-critical needs always in mind, our more than 50,000 employees deliver end-to-end technology 
solutions connecting the space, air, land, sea and cyber domains.

Key Applications
Our advanced sounding technology 
is a leading source of life-saving 
imagery and data for:

 > Weather forecasting

 > Environmental observation

 > Climate monitoring

 > Disaster management

 > Public safety

 > Greenhouse gas monitoring

CONSTELLATIONS OF THE FUTURE: 
MULTIPLE ORBITS, ONE MISSION.

When it comes to staying ahead of extreme 
weather threats, harnessing the power of 
multiple satellites in low Earth orbit (LEO) 
and geostationary orbit (GEO) is critical.  

From their position closer to Earth, LEO 
satellites observe the entire planet 
– providing global data on critical 
atmospheric conditions needed for long-
range forecasts. The next-generation LEO 
approach will improve global data refresh 
times by leveraging commercial industry 
investments to launch constellations of 
small to medium-sized satellites.

GEO satellites, orbiting 22,236 miles 
above the equator at speeds equal to 
Earth’s rotation, continuously monitor 
the same area. This allows for real-time 
decisions and short-term forecasts. 

Together, these satellite constellations – 
with their unique vantage points and data 
refresh rates – help provide a complete 
picture of what is happening on Earth. 

This multilayered approach is fundamental 
to a safer, more weather-ready world. 

FAST. FORWARD.

A multilayered weather architecture 
requires a constellation of satellites in 
LEO and GEO – with different vantage 
points, refresh rates and instrumentation 
– working seamlessly with ground 
systems to deliver critical data. That’s 
no easy feat. But, for over 60 years, 
L3Harris has been at the forefront of 
this mission – protecting people against 
extreme weather with advanced imaging, 
sounding and ground technology. 

Our complete mission solutions 
streamline everything from sensor 
development, spacecraft procurement 
and systems integration, to launch 
services and ground support. 

We provide the most advanced imagers 
and sounders in the world – from 
our proven on-orbit capabilities to 
our innovative solutions for the next 
generation of domestic and international 
weather architectures. 

Our technology is designed to evolve and 
will continue to transform forecasting 
capabilities for decades to come. After 


